Stretching Short Sequences of DNA with Constant Force Axial Optical Tweezers

Supplementary Materials
A. Hydrodynamic Friction C-fficient
For determining the hydrodynamic friction c-fficient of the microsphere near a surface one can use the following expansion 5, 10 :
where the following shorthand has been introduced:
The friction c-fficient is defined in terms of the fluid viscosity η and the radius of the microsphere, with the microsphere's center located a distance η above the surface. The summation converges reasonably well when expanded to about ten terms.
B. Influence of Axial Position on Stiffness Calibration
The calibration of the trap stiffness involves a tradeoff between the accuracy of the calibration, which increases with increasing distance from the surface, and the actual axial position where the trap is used experimentally. In general, the trap is calibrated at around 800-1000 nm from the surface, which is higher than the actual experimental condition.
C. Modified Worm-Like Chain (WLC) Model
The force extension curves can be fit to a modified WLC model that accounts for volume exclusion effects at zero optical force as follows:
where F opt is the optical force, x o is a fit parameter for the zero force extension,x opt is the extension under force, l is the contour length of the DNA, and l* p is a second fit parameter for an "effective" persistence length. F wlc is given by the usual WLC model 11 where ε is the relative DNA extension.
